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This report will cover subjective versus objective design opinions, the 
conventions, elements and principles of design, looking at two cake 
designers, all in relation to my own practice. (Pictures to the left are 
class given resources.) 
Design is a plan, or it could be a drawing, of something to show either its 
purpose, look, or even the workings. It creates new products and 
improves old ones. 
Elements of design  include many things like the lines, shape, value, 
colour, space, size and texture. These help create the overall look and 

feel of a design. The principles of design include contrast, repetition, proximity and 
alignment. These relate to the elements of design because they also are what decides the 
look and features of a design and can create dimension within a design. It is important that 
designers take these into account and have full control over them because the decisions 
they make will either benefit or weaken the outcome of the design. We as students should 
study them because every time we have to design anything the process of design comes 
into practice. People will use these design skills all throughout life because anything you 
make you have to design and work within the boundaries of specifications and a brief, 
while also adhering to conventions. It also allows creativity to flow. Design is used all 
throughout school not only in food technology, however, in the case of this report it is used 
for cake design. 
I believe that a good design is simple and aesthetically pleasing. 1Dieter Rams says that a 
good design is aesthetic and uses as little design as possible. His 10 principles of design 
are about being helpful and thoughtful. Conventions are aspects of the cake that the 
designer has control over deciding. These could include the taste, texture and the visual 
appeal. The conventions could be technical or cultural. Technical conventions are put into 
action whilst making the cake. This includes many things like what flavor the icing is, the 
style of icing or the tools you use to create a certain affect. The cultural conventions 
consist of things like ingredients that came from traditions in history and in the modern day, 
as well as fashion of the time period, religions that have certain traditions or beliefs about 
foods and designs that may be offensive. This is also to do with styles of cakes like 
wedding cakes or birthday cakes. Different colours have different meanings in society, like 
the stereotype of boys having a blue cake and girls having a pink one, or children having 
more colourful cakes and adults having more neutral. 
One subjective aspect that can determine the quality of a cake is the taste of the cake. The 
taste is what matters most within a cake as we won’t want any more or to buy it again if it 
is bad. Another subjective aspect is the look of the cakes because we eat with our eyes 
first. If a cake is visually pleasing to look at it will make you more tempted to eat the cake. 
Texture is also a consideration here as it could completely change the style and 
appearance of the cake and make it more or less appealing. Objective aspects can be 
qualified based on their physical conditions or the facts about a cake, one of these could 
include the cost. This cannot change if it is advertised for a certain price it is that price. It is 
important to keep in mind your expenses whilst making, but it is also important to ensure 
you are using good quality ingredients that could subjectively enhance and improve the 

1 Dieter Rams 10 Conventions https://www.3pillarglobal.com/insights/dieter-rams-10-principles-good-design 
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flavor of your cake. Another aspect could be the colour scheme of the cake. This can then 
change the style of the cake. If you do bright colours on a cake it will have a completely 
different eye appeal subjectively  than a neutral coloured cake. Size and shape are also 
two objective qualities that do not change when a final design is made.  
I chose the cake designers Bartolo Valastro Jr. and Ashwini Sarabahai.  I chose them 
because their styles are very different and really show how different elements of design 
can change the whole purpose of a cake. Ashwini has a very mature style whereas Bartolo 
has a very fun and childish style. Both artists show great depth in their cakes with design 
and contrast, just in a different way. 
Bartolo Valastro Jr. - ‘CAKE BOSS’ 
There are many popular cake designers nowadays, one popular one that has his own cake 
show on T.V called “Cake Boss” is an Italian cake maker named Bartolo Valastro Jr. but 
goes by the nickname “Buddy”. He creates amazing, eye catching cakes. He designs 

cakes for big events, like a party or wedding. For the cake to the left I 
feel they would have been given the brief to make a cake for either a 
children's occasion or a birthday party because it is very bright and 
colourful which shows that it is not made for a mature occasion like a 
wedding where the cake would usually be white or neutral. They would 
have needed to make the cake appealing for young kids and have the 
cake big enough to feed a large group of children. The flavours would 
have to be simple if they are feeding a sizable number of children.  

Elements and principles: Buddy uses lines  when creating the rainbow layers within the 
inside of the cake; which we can see in the photo.These lines create contrast within the 
colours  through using white icing l ines to break them up in between, which is visually 
appealing. The lines are repeated and he split the colours well. The lines  within the 
layers create depth with the colours getting darker slowly. The  colours on the cake are 
bright and eye catching and are the main focal point of the cake. The colours match well 
inside out, the colours on the exterior of the cake are rainbow sprinkles, this combines 
well with the rainbow layers inside of the cake creating balance and harmony as well as 
contrast and repetition . The shape  of the cake is circular and tall. This creates the effect 
of a skinny cake which is pleasing to the eye as there is no interruption from different size 
layers which keeps it consistent.  
Objective aspects Some objective aspects of the cake are the colours and lines used to 
create the contrast and depth within the cake, the style of the cake which relates to the 
childlike theme we see portrayed  and the aspect of balance of flavour and shape. The 
flavours all look like they are simple throughout the whole cake due to how well the food 
dye has shown up - it looks like they are plain flavours with no original colour. The cake 
looks stable and balanced to carry around and cut even though it is tall. These aspects 
relate to the quality and fitness by enhancing the visual appeal of the cake. This makes the 
cake look like higher quality seeing as all the small touches have been paid attention to 
closely; the colours help with the fitness of purpose because it again helps portray the 
childlike style of the cake with the brightness. The clean lines on the cake and the way the 
lines on the inside of the cake seperate the colours helps the cake look like it has been 
done to a high quality and makes the cake look clean and well thought through. 
Subjective aspects The subjective aspects of this cake design include the cultural and 
sociological conditions and the fashion and style of the cake which are all about pleasing 
the customers who you are working with. Not carrying this out would risk not pleasing your 
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stakeholders and clients which is a part of the brief and purpose of making the cake. This 
cake looks fairly modern; important because modern and new is all children know so that 
is what they want. 
Ashwini Sarabhai : Another popular cake designer well known for her amazing work is 
Ashwini Sarabhai. In 2017 she was chosen by the “Cake Masters” to be one of the top ten 

cake artists in India. She creates very pretty, simple, mature and floral 
cakes. She owns a shop called “The Dream Cakes” and this shop has 
become very well known. 
The pink cake beside is dainty with the pearls. It's neutral, mature and 
subtle. It is such a trend to be minimal, not cluttered and crowded. This cake 
to me looks like it was made for a wedding. It has a mature feel, and mostly 
white colours on it, with a little light pink. As it is a great size it would have 
had to be made for a very large event. The flowers and pearls with the four 
tiers of cake is a very classic wedding look. I think the brief would have 
been to make a classical wedding cake to feed a large group of people that 

is simple but still a statement. They would have needed to decorate the cake with large but 
again simple and traditional wedding cake decorations like big white flowers and pearls 
and the slight bit of gold we see on the top two layers. They used texture and shape to 
create depth and lead your eyes up the cake with both the size, ombre colour and the 
flowers drawing you up to the top center of the cake. They really incorporate all the 
traditional aspects of a wedding cake but also manage to add detail in the simplest ways. 
This to me shows a very well thought out and executed cake. 
Elements and principles:The flowers are pretty and the layers blend nicely and the 
different colours add depth and draw your eye up to the top of the cake. The lines  within 
the icing create depth and draw your eye around the cake. Having the flowers on different 
sides of the cake play nicely with the negative space. The texture on the cake of the 
circles heading around the cake creates depth using lines again, it creates contrast 
between the pearls seeing as their circular texture has a different look to it but this makes 
them complement each other nicely. The flowers on the cake are 3D - popping out of the 
cake - which helps draw attention to the cake and create depth within the design. Having 
the cake tiers that become smaller and smaller as you head up the cake leads the eye up 
alongside the flowers (which helps the eye look all over the cake at all the design features 
in detail). The layers also have an ombre  effect to them with the subtle pink leading from 
the bottom and lightning as you head up the cake. This is a good way of using different 
colours/ shades within a simplistic design. The gold heading around the bottom of the 
cake on the top two layers is not too bold seeing as the colour is only given a small 
amount of space but it just helps to add interest to the cake and draw the eye into the 
cake. The size  of the cake is another aspect that has a huge impact on the overall look 
and feel of the cake. The cake is very big which not only shows us the large scale of 
people they are making it for but also has a wow factor to it. Size is an alternative to using 
colour of design to still make a cake have a jaw dropping feature to it. It is also a great 
way to incorporate the traditional  wedding cake design because it is a known fact that 
wedding cakes are the biggest cakes of all.  
Objective aspects : Some of the objective aspects we see on this cake that really help the 
quality and the fitness for purpose of the cake are the simplistic colours and the lines they 
used to create texture and depth within the cake design. The symmetrical circles of the 
layers and how they got smaller whilst going up was a great way of using size to create 
contrast. The colours were used really well and they were very balanced because of the 
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non dramatic difference in the colours which helps to portray that simplistic and classical 
cake we can tell the client wanted. The use of technique when making the similar to ombre 
effect was really clever and really enhanced the overall visual appeal of the cake. These 
aspects really help fit the purpose of the cake because the purpose was to create a large 
traditional wedding cake which fitted perfectly with the simple colours, tired design, 
textures and decorations on the cake. The large scale of the cake also helped to add the 
traditional cake effect whilst still being useful if this cake is for a large wedding.  The 
precise clean lines of the textured design on the side of two of the cakes really adds that 
aspect of quality within the cake. The simplistic style makes it easy to keep a clean and 
neat look to the cake. It is important for a traditional wedding cake to have it very open and 
make great use of the negative space. They have still done fun decorations like the flowers 
but just made them more simple, like instead of leading the flowers just all up in a straight 
line around the cake they split them up and left empty space in the middle to give the eye a 
break whilst it is travelling up the large cake. 
Subjective aspects : Some of the subjective aspects on the cake are fashion and taste 
which are based on the cultural and sociological conditions. These relate to the purpose of 
the cake because the purpose is to make for someone else and if they have any cultural or 
sociological conditions that affect the design or their diet then it is so important to cater to 
those needs. We do not know from looking at this cake if there were any of these 
conditions but we can see that the cake is very traditional. This would also help the quality 
of the cake because it makes the cake look more clean with smooth lines that have been 
done with precise detailing. The fashion of this time is shown very clearly throughout the 
design with the simple look to it with the light and bright neutral colours which help to make 
the cake look celebratory because of the bright and happy colours; they are not dark and 
dull which would not suit the wedding setting. This would therefore help the purpose of the 
cake be carried out well by having the wedding cake look. 
In conclusion - The cake designers had many similarities that consisted of both making 
very large and extravagant cakes and making cakes for all occasions. They both have very 
high quality cakes. However, their styles were completely different. Buddy likes to make 
colourful cakes that are chaotic and huge, whereas Ashwini likes to make simple and 
elegant cakes. She makes cakes more often for weddings and he more often does 
birthdays. Buddy does not leave very much empty space on his cake but Ashwini likes to 
leave a lot. His cakes are more bright and childish, and hers are more for adults, they are 
more mature. Overall the cakes were both successful to their own briefs. Buddy's cake had 
a vibrant and happy feel to it that would suit a children's birthday so well; and Ashwini 
created a jaw dropping wedding cake that still was simple and traditional. Both the 
designers used subjective and objective aspects of the cake to ensure they carried out the 
brief successfully. I would recommend to improve the cakes Ashwini should experiment 
with more colour even if it is still toned down shades; this would still fit the brief but would 
enhance the interest and visual appeal of the cake. Another recommendation is to choose 
flowers with more structure and form. The flowers they chose seem to me to be getting lost 
in the cake; drooping over onto the lower tiers of the cake. This creates a less clean look to 
the otherwise well put together cake. To enhance Buddy’s cake I would recommend 
adding a center decor piece at the top of the cake. This would help to create balance 
within the cake and draw your eyes to the center of the cake. I feel when looking at it that it 
lacks a focal point to pull you in. It is very simple apart from the colours so it would add 
some contrast and depth within the cake. 
My own practice : I designed and created a cake myself for my school assignment, we 
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worked on creating a cake for a department in our school seeing as it was our school's 
birthday. I needed to make a big enough cake to feed the number of people in the 
department; this ended up being 13-20 people. We also had to ensure to keep the price of 
each slice under $3.00. We found out if there were any cultural or sociological conditions in 
the department; or allergies etc. We needed to make a cake to display our given time 

period; I was given 2010-2020 (the present). We had to ensure to make 
the cake fit for all our stakeholders' requests and needs. Learning about 
the elements and process of design really helped me whilst designing 
and carrying out the process of my own cake. It helped me to understand 
the steps it takes to create a successful plan which leads to a good cake. 
Some elements I used in my cake that I learnt and experimented with are 
colour, shape, size and texture; along with objective and subjective 
aspects like fashion and how to incorporate that into a cake. Also 
contrasting and complementing with colour and texture which helped me 
think more in depth about what colours and what patterns and textures 

etc I used instead of just using something if it ‘looked nice.’ 
Before deciding on a design I did countless amounts of testing and trials which showed me 
what worked and what didn’t; this helped me construct and decide on what my final design 
outcome would look like. I planned before everything I did which really helped the process 
of creating a design easier. I did a lot of research and testing of different trends not just in 
the food world but for everything in my time period like cars, makeup, hair and art etc. I 
reflected on all my testing and my feedback, this helped me consider what needed to be 
changed in the design which all assisted me to make my decisions about the design 
concept. Things I tested and trialled with were colour, shape, space and size. Below is my 
final plan of my cake that relates to all these elements. 
Stakeholder Feedback : For my final cake my stakeholders' feedback was that she liked 
how sweet it was, the cake was a little dry and crumbly yet the icing had a perfect smooth 
and fluffy texture and she liked the crunch of the walnuts in the cake itself. She said the 
flavors were nicely balanced with both the icing and the cake and felt the coffee and 
chocolate flavor I mixed together complemented one another well. Earlier on in the 
process of designing and trialing cakes I got lots of feedback from not only my stakeholder 
but also my wider stakeholders. A lot of the feedback which I saw a trend in was the flavor 
of coffee either being too strong or too little. To fix this a while before my final cake making 
day I decided to do not only coffee cake, and did a trail of the chocolate, coffee and walnut 
cake which I ended up going with. This ensured that everyone was happy in the 
department because not everyone loves that strong coffee taste but it still fit my 
stakeholders' brief of having it be a coffee cake. Below are my final cake and icing star 
diagrams based on my final stakeholder feedback.  

 
 
Three conceptual designs  
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In my first conceptual design I used subjective aspects like fashion trends and styles, 
not only within cakes but within everything like makeup and fashion. I used the common 

trend of placing flowers heading up the cake to draw your eye up. They 
also bring colour into a design and make it more appealing and 
eye-catching without creating an overwhelming look seeing as the colours 
are still natural because it is a flower. I also used light coloured icing so 
that it would fit the bright and simple look that I was trying to pull off. This 
helped to relate my design back to the brief and make it fit for purpose 
because it fitted the time period and the natural look my stakeholder asked 
for. I also used objective aspects like colour and texture. I used white icing 
which made the base of the design extremely simple to add to. This cake 

was one of my stakeholders favorites along with the last out of the three designs; so I 
ended up incorporating these two designs together for my final design. 
In my second conceptual design I used subjective aspects like fashion that was popular 

in my time period. I went less on the neutral early 2010’s look and more on 
the modern look. This meant there was more colour in the cake with the 
sprinkles and cherries and I did the drip down the side which is a very 
common trend. This helped to link my design back to the brief and made it 
fit for purpose because it fitted the time period even if it was a different 
section of it. I used objective aspects like shape and size, colour and 
texture. I used shape by creating a tall and skinny cake design,  a very 
modern trend that would fit the purpose to have my cake relate to the time 
period. It also would ensure that there is enough for everyone because it is 

bigger than a normal cake. I used colour to give off that more modern and fun look, I used 
sprinkles without putting it all over the cake which could have been overwhelming and not 
suited to my situation seeing as I was making it for all adults. Using the brown for the drip 
was smart because it ensured there was not an overwhelming amount of colour. This 
ended up just not being the style my stakeholder wanted and working with my 
stakeholders requests was very important. 
In my third conceptual design we see it is very basic and simple which is similar to my 
first design. It incorporates subjective aspects because it was inspired by the fashions and 
trends of 2010-2020 to fit my time period; which is important so it can fit the brief. I got the 
idea of the centered flowers from a common hairstyle we’ve seen in the last decade, it is 
often used at weddings etc. It is where the hair is braided down to the middle where it 
meets a bunch of colourful flowers. The cake's natural icing colour and the way it is applied 
with the ‘naked’ cake effect represents the trend of simplicity. An objective aspect which is 

displayed through this look is the use of colour and texture. I used neutral 
tones to create that natural and bohemian style that was a trend in the early 
2010’s. I used flowers which are a great way to bring in colour whilst still 
keeping that natural look. This helped my cake to fit the purpose of 
displaying my time period. I used texture with the way I applied the icing. I 
created the ‘naked cake’ look that is again a common trend seen in the 
2010’s and the present. It let the cake show through which created texture 
and contrast between the texture of the cake and the texture of the icing. It 
also played with contrast with colour because of the deeper tone of the cake 

peaking through the icing. Another trend that is extremely popular is to make everything 
look ‘messy’ and ‘scruffy’ so I ensured not to apply the icing too neatly so it would give off 
this effect which would again therefore make my cake fit for purpose. It also ensured that I 
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was giving my stakeholder what she wanted because she wanted the cake to have that 
natural and simplistic look that happened to fit with the time period perfectly.  
Elements and Principles of my Cake  
Colour  
Colour can create contrast, show style or tradition and help you cake be fit for its purpose. 
I used colour within my design to represent the decade I was given by my teacher. I used 

neutral colours to show the simplistic and bohemian style that has been 
very popular lately, especially in the early 2010’s. The colour I went with 
for the icing was a beige colour. I wanted the icing to be simple so I could 
contrast it with using more bright coloured flowers, so they could be the 
focal point. Seeing as they were the only decoration on the cake it was 
important for them to be eye-catching. It was still simplistic even with the 

flowers because of the little amount of other decoration. I used many different colours so it 
would create contrast and depth within the flowers. I used thin icing so that it would create 
the effect of a ‘naked cake’ which is where you see the base of the cake through the icing 
on the sides. This helped create different textures and contrast on the cake. The inside of 
the cake had a different texture than the icing. This ‘naked’ effect is very common right 
now and is a popular trend, so linked to my time period. Overall the colours and tones of 
the colours I used all contrasted each other well to create a balanced and fit for purpose 
cake that fitted my brief, shown in the photo above. 
Shape  

I used shape in my cake by using tiers of cake, I used different sized 
circular tiers to create contrast and depth within the cake and the flowers 
leading up the cake. The shape of the flowers created a wispy and pretty 
look to the cake; I put the flowers leading up the cake in that shape to draw 
your eyes up the cake. The shape of the cake is quite short and wide. I did 
not want this exactly; if I were to do it again I would make the layers taller 

but although it may have looked better this meant that the cake was well balanced and 
was not too big for the amount of people I had to feed. The range in shape of flowers 
created texture and interest in the cake. Having it a different shape than most cakes made 
it stand out; by making it shorter it also created diversity within my cake compared to 
others. The photo above shows the shape both inside and outside the cake.  
Size  
The size was really important for me to think about when making the cake seeing as in the 
brief I was told I had to make it the right size to give to 13-20 people; if it did not feed 
everyone it would have not been fit for its purpose. I wanted to make the cake big enough 
to have a wow factor to it. I used very small flowers so that I could use lots of them and 
create more diversity within the colours; although they were similar sizes they were not 
symmetrical which helped to again create texture and detail within the design. View photos 
above to see size.  
Space  
I used negative space to give the eye a break whilst looking at the cake. At first I had 
flowers only on one side of the cake; but then when looking at the cake I noticed that there 
was too much negative space and it just felt like a blank canvas. So then I added flowers 
onto the other side weaving up the cake. This ensured that the cake did not seem empty, 
boring or plain but still left places around the cake empty so that it was not too much for 
the eye to take.  
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Contrast  
I used the principle of contrast in my cake with the icing and flowers. I used neutral,  light 
tones of beige for the icing. For the flowers I used bright and bold colours to contrast well 
with the neutral icing and create a balanced cake. The darker tones from the colour of the 
cake peeking through create contrast with the icing and create layers, lines and depth 
within the cake. The flowers contrast within each other because of their different colours 
and different shades. The different sizes of flowers also create contrast.  
Technical aspects  
Whilst making cakes there are many technical aspects that you need to take into account. 
For my cake these consisted of the making of the icing, the style and traditions shown 
through the cake.  
Subjective and Objective Aspects  

Some of the subjective aspects that I used in my cake 
design was fashion at the time period I was given. When 
making and designing the cakes we had to ensure to 
incorporate aspects from the time period, such as 
fashion trends. Not only from other cakes at the time but 
from every trend with clothes, hair, cars, etc. 
Researching and investigating these helped me to 
understand styles and themes I saw, this helped me to 
plan my cake and design it to fit the purpose of 

portraying this time period. I used beige and neutral colours on the cake for icing which 
helped to portray the simplicity I saw in many trends in my time period. It also gave the 
cake a bohemian style which was very common a few years ago. Doing this helped to 
make it fit for purpose because it had to look like the time period. Above is one of the 
boards I made of inspo from my time period. This one is about fashion in clothing. Some of 
the objective aspects were colour and functionality. Part of the brief was to make a cake 
for a department so the cake had to be functional which meant being able to be taken to 
them without falling so it had to be balanced and not too heavy to carry. It also had to be 
able to feed everyone in the department. So I ensured to make more than enough to feed 
everyone and make it shorter so it was light and well blanched whilst still having two tiers. I 
used colour on my design to display the time period and to make the cake visually 
appealing. I used brighter coloured flowers to make the cake eye-catching.  
 
To conclude : I have learnt so much from this research project. My designs changed and 
developed so much throughout the process, evolving with my knowledge. I think my cake 
was successful because it fit the purpose for which it was made and successfully fitted the 
brief and my stakeholders requirements. This to me is what conveys a successful design. 
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Excellence Exemplar 2020 
Subject Technology Standard 91053 Total score 08 

 Grade 
score Annotation 

 E8 

The candidate has: 
• fully discussed the design elements on this report, showing clear and 

comprehensive understanding throughout 
• succinctly discussed the quality of a design in relation to design elements 

and consideration of the specific context in which the design is situated 
• thoroughly discussed the quality of a design and their designs in relations to 

design elements 
• compared and contrast each design and discussed the elements used and 

how these affect the overall outcome 
• elaborated and unpacked each of the design elements at a comprehensive 

deeper level, and discussed considerations of the specific context in which 
the design is situated. 

 




